The q-analogue of the gamma function Γ q (x) is defined for x > 0, 0 < q < 1. In this work the neutrix and neutrix limit are used to define the q-analogue of the gamma function and its derivatives for zero and negative integer values of x. We prove that the neutrix limit of the q-Gamma function and its derivatives exist for all values of x.
Introduction
The q-analogue of the gamma function is defined by the q-integral representation [1] [2] [3] Γ q (x) = Moreover, it has the representation Γ q (x) = (q, q) ∞ (q x , q) ∞ (1 − q) 1−x , x = 0, −1, −2, . . . , (1.2) where the concepts mentioned in the above definitions will be defined later.
The q-Gamma function is very important in the theory of the basic hypergeometric series, because all the basic hypergeometric series are defined in terms of the q-shifted factorials (a, q) n , which are scaled quotients of the q-Gamma functions [2] . In 1910, Jackson introduced the notion of the definite q-integral. He also was the first to develop q-calculus in a systematic way. In the second half of the twentieth century there was a significant increase of activity in the area of the q-calculus due to applications of the q-calculus in mathematics, statistics and physics. Zhang [4] derived some asymptotic formulas for the q-Gamma function Γ q (x) for q tending to 1.
series. They also applied neutrix calculus to quantum field theory, obtaining finite renormalization in the loop calculations; see [13, 14] . E. Ozcag et al. [15, 16] applied the neutrix limit to extend the definition of the incomplete beta function and its partial derivatives to negative integers. The main objective of this work is to use the neutrix and neutrix limit to extend the definition of the q-Gamma function and its derivatives to negative integer values.
Basic definitions
In this section, we will give some definitions and results for q-calculus and neutrix calculus required as tools to help the reader understand the subject of the work. Throughout of this work, we'll fix q ∈]0, 1[ and the definitions for the q-calculus will be taken from well known books in this field [1, 2] .
Definition 2.1 (q-Exponential Series).
The q-analogues of the exponential functions are defined by
For the convergence of the second series, we need |x| < (1 − q)
Definition 2.2 (Jackson q-Derivative).
The q-derivative D q f of a function f is given by
which is now sometimes referred to as the Euler-Jackson or Jackson q-difference operator or simply the q-derivative. By definition, the limit as q approaches 1 is the ordinary derivative, that is
provided f is differentiable at x.
Definition 2.3 (Jackson q-Integrals).
The q-Jackson integrals from 0 to a and from 0 to ∞ are defined by 
The q-integration by parts is given for suitable functions f and g by 
Definition 2.5 (Neutrix Limit).
Let N be a set contained in a topological space with a limit point a which does not belong to
is a function defined on N with values in N and it is possible to find a constant c such that f (ξ ) − c ∈ N, then c is called the neutrix limit of f as ξ tends to a and we write N − lim ξ →a f (ξ ) = c. In this work, we let N be the neutrix having domain N = { : 0 < < ∞} and range N , the real numbers, with the negligible functions being finite linear sums of the functions
and all being functions o( ) which converge to zero in the normal sense as tends to zero [5] .
A brief review of the gamma function
The gamma function Γ (x) is usually defined for x > 0 by
Using regularization, Gelfand and Shilov [17] defined the gamma function
for x > −n, x = 0, −1, −2, . . . , −n + 1, and for −n < x < −n + 1,
It has been shown in [12] that the gamma function (3.1) is defined by the neutrix limit
for x = 0, −1, −2, . . . , and this function is also defined by the neutrix limit
for m = 1, 2, . . . . Also proved in [12] was the existence of the rth derivative of the gamma function and it was defined by the equation
for r = 0, 1, 2. . . . , m = 1, 2, . . .; see also [18] .
The q-Gamma function Γ q (x)
Here, we'll study the existence of the neutrix limit for the q-Gamma function for all real values of the variable x. 
Proof. On q-integrating by parts, the q-integral is obtained as
where g( ) = O( x ) becomes negligible or the zero function as → 0 and hence the proof is complete.
It is known that the neutrix limit, if it exists, is unique and it is precisely the same as the ordinary limit, if it exists. It is easy to prove this by using the definition of the q-integral and some well known identities of q-calculus as follows:
Here, we used the well known identity 1 φ 1 (a; c; q; c/a) = (c/a, q) ∞ /(c, q) ∞ ; see [2, p. 26] . The previous theorem is used this way so that we can define the q-analogue of the gamma function (1.1) for the non-positive integers. Proof.
Definition 4.2. The q-analogue of the gamma function is defined by
and by q-integrating both sides from a → b, we arrive at the proof.
Theorem 4.4. The neutrix limit as tends to zero of the q-integral
exists, and
where the last term of the former equation is a negligible function and hence this leads us to the desired result. 
where g( ) becomes zero or (the linear sum of λ , ln , λ < 0) a negligible function as → 0 and hence the neutrix limit leads us to the desired result.
Definition 4.7.
The q-analogue of the gamma function is defined by q (x) = N − lim 
Proof. When α = 0, we find that
and by q-integrating both sides from a → b, we arrive at the proof for α = 0. The proof of the second case, when α = 0, follows easily from the rule for q-integration by parts (2.8). In general, for r = 1, 2, . . . , we have We have that the first q-integral on the right hand side is convergent. Further, from the previous lemma we see that the neutrix limit of the function in the second term on the right hand side exists, and this implies that N − lim Here, we will present formulas for some special cases of the derivatives of the q-Gamma function by using lemma (5.1) and some basic identities and definitions of q-calculus.
